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Progress report of july 2022
1 .Acts of work done











Continue teaching computer to the senior kids.
Washed the cushions and the door mats along with kids.
Planted some new vegetables in our new garden and also in green house.
Did the experiment on recycling the waste papers.
Teaching English to the primary kids on regular basis.
Taught some new rhymes.
Conducted annual group dance competition.
Dealing with cleaning the surrounding and the classrooms.
Teaching the kids about personal hygiene.
Teaching the kids about some of the natural things.

2. What has been achieved?









Successfully made reusable paper from the paper waste and green grass.
The pre primary kids are being able to recognize and write most of the alphabets.
Senior kids are now clear about various keys on the keyboard and also their uses.
Made various charts that helps the pre primary kids to learn about numbers, shapes etc.
Primary kids can now differentiate various kinds of animals like domestic animals, wild animals, water animals etc.
They are also known about various birds and can name them too.
Kids can also sing some new rhymes.
Group dance competition went very well.

3. What are the next steps?






Returning back to Kathmandu on 9th august.
Going to my village to make National Identification card [according to new law of Nepal].
Attending Ielts/PTE classes.
Continuing my study.
I’m also thinking about dyeing my hair.

4. General remarks
Since the parents are very busy with their work they wanted to take leave for a month. So, I was not able to run their classes.
Besides that the weather has been very annoying. It’s been raining all day and night almost on regular basis. There was a lot of frightening
thunderstorm due to which we also had to face loadshedding for several days.
In spite of the wet and cold monsoon, the love and care of the kids [which increased all of a sudden] gave my heart a sensation of
warmth. There’s a bit of sorrow and a bit of grief in me because I have to leave all these kids and Pemba. But what’s comforting my heart
is the fact that I’ll be taking away all the memories we created and their love and care, along with me. And I am very happy about that.
This month has been a very pleasant time for me in Hile.
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